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The eating disorders (EDs), anorexia nervosa (AN), and bulimia nervosa (BN) are severe
psychiatric disorders of unknown etiology. EDs usually begin during adolescence and occur most
commonly in females (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The diagnostic criteria for AN
include restriction of energy intake leading to significantly low body weight, intense fear of gaining
weight, or persistent behaviors that interfere with weight gain, and disturbance in the way one’s
body weight, or shape is experienced (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). A restricting type
(AN-R), marked by food restriction and commonly over-exercising, has been distinguished from
a binge-eating/purging type (AN-B/P), where afflicted individuals eat large amounts of food in
a relatively short period of time (“binge eating”), or engage in behaviors to counteract weight
gain, such as self-induced vomiting or use of laxatives, or diuretics (“purging”). BN individuals
are usually at normal weight, and engage in recurrent binge eating and purging behavior at least
once a week for at least 3 months. A new diagnosis, “binge eating disorder” (BED) is part of the
ED diagnostic categories in DSM-5. BED is associated with regular binge eating episodes without
compensatory mechanisms. Individuals with ED symptoms that do not meet full criteria for AN or
BN were classified as ED not otherwise specified (NOS) in the past but now fall into the categories
of “other specified feeding or eating disorders (OSFED)” or “unspecified feeding or eating disorder
(UFED; American Psychiatric Association, 2013).”
A variety of risk factors have been identified in the past that could predispose an individual to
developing an ED, as most recently and extensively reviewed by Culbert et al. (2015). Sociocultural
expectations of thinness are a risk factor for all EDs (Keel and Forney, 2013); with respect to
personality traits, negative emotionality, perfectionism, and negative urgency (tendency to engage
in rash action when distressed) have been associated with ED development (Racine et al., 2013;
Boone et al., 2014); there is evidence that the brain neurotransmitters serotonin and dopamine are
associated with AN and BN, altered gene expression (epigenetics) also appears to be part of the
group of risk factors for AN and BN, and increased hormone release during puberty and its effect
on reward processing could contribute to the typical age of onset during adolescence. What has
received little attention in the literature is how biological factors per-se not only could predispose
an individual to develop an eating disorder, but how the interaction of a potential neurotransmitter
trait vulnerability and particular eating behavior could change brain biology and create risk for
chronic illness.
In this article I propose that extremes of eating in human EDs alter brain function, in particular
dopamine related pathways, and create a biological vicious cycle that interferes with recovery.
The complex interactions between psychosocial and neurobiological abnormalities in EDs
have limited the development of neuroscience-based treatments (Agras et al., 2004; Kaye et al.,
2013). It is possible that (a) state of illness and severity of ED symptoms are associated with
degrees of alterations of brain function (Kaye et al., 2013), and (b) different ED characteristics
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together in order for a person to develop an ED although our
knowledge of the underlying mechanisms is limited.
Using the above information and taking into account potential
bio-psycho-social developmental risk factors for developing EDs,
I propose a model that demonstrates how EDs may be a
culmination of those factors and creating a “perfect storm” and
where changes in brain dopamine function have an important
role; this is outlined in Figure 1. However, the dopamine system
is for sure only one aspect of brain neurotransmitter function
that may be affected by disordered eating (Manuel-Apolinar et al.,
2014):

could be related to distinct neurobiological abnormalities that
contribute to overlap in symptoms across EDs. However,
no comprehensive biological models exist to supplement the
sociocultural factors and personality traits based models that
describe the development of ED pathophysiology across the
whole spectrum, and that can be tested empirically. ED
characteristics with a focus on binge/purge behaviors, being
over- or underweight or traits such as sensitivity to salient
stimuli (Jappe et al., 2011) could for instance be tied to
specific brain alterations independent from categorical diagnostic
boundaries. This approach could be successful in understanding
the underlying neurobiology, categorizing EDs based on brain
function-behavior relationships, and produce individualized
treatments. This has not been specifically explored before with
respect to biological underpinnings. Such “dimensional” research
in the ED population based on specific ED behaviors across
traditional diagnostic categories could significantly advance our
ability to connect ED behaviors with specific brain mechanisms.
Furthermore, this would help us identify how cortical higher
order cognitive emotional processes interact with subcortical,
developmentally “older,” brain structures that drive behaviors
such as eating on a more basic stimulus-response level. Such
an advanced understanding of ED pathophysiology may be
necessary in order to understand the neurobiology of EDs in
general and enable us to model patient-specific brain alterations,
in order to develop individualized and more effective treatments.
Some research has suggested dimensions of altered brain
function across the spectrum of disordered eating. For instance
brain research across AN, BN, and obesity has shown that
being underweight is associated with heightened, while being
overweight is associated with reduced brain response, in the
insula, the subcortical ventral striatum, and the prefrontal cortex
(Frank et al., 2012). That study used a dopamine anchored
brain reward model using taste stimuli as well as learning
and prediction of those stimuli and the results suggested that
dopamine response could be responsible for the results found, as
it mirrored results form basic science research (Frank et al., 2012).
In addition, the more often a person with BN binged and purged,
the lower this person’s brain response was (Frank et al., 2011).
Thus, there appear to be very specific alterations in response to
extremes or food intake in taste and subcortical dopamine related
reward circuits (Johnson and Kenny, 2010).
On the other hand, ED behaviors are highly driven by the
well-known fear of having too high of a body weight or not
fitting a self-perceived societal expectation of thinness (Keel
and Forney, 2013). Those fears often develop after negative
feedback from the environment. Individuals with an ED tend
to be unhappy with themselves but the ED enhances a sense
of control and happiness, and reduces anxiety (Dignon et al.,
2006). Individuals who develop an ED frequently already had
premorbid high anxiety, which creates a sense of uncertainty,
making them more vulnerable to negatively perceived feedback
from the environment (Kaye et al., 2004). Perfectionism and
negative urgency predict the development of eating disorder
symptoms, however, the specific mechanisms and underlying
biological factors are unclear (Racine et al., 2013; Boone et al.,
2014). In summary, there is a host of factors that have to come
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1) It is possible that individuals who will develop an ED are
born with biological traits such as disposition to heightened
anxiety (Kaye et al., 2004), increased sensitivity to salient

FIGURE 1 | A bio-psycho-social risk model for developing and
maintaining eating disorders; dopamine, DA.
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dopamine system vulnerable to desensitization could downregulate too strongly in response to the strong physiological
dopamine release.
3) Well-known factors such as problems in family functioning,
poor self-esteem, and social pressure may drive altered
food intake in response to those difficult situations
that create negative emotions and heightened stress.
Stress neurobiologically alters dopamine and opioid
neurotransmission (Latagliata et al., 2014) and phenotypically
affects eating behavior (Harris, 2015). Stress, therefore
could have a crucial mechanistic role in driving a person
into eating disorder behaviors. The social pressure to be
thin also creates stress but also frequently leads to positive
feedback (psychological reward) from the environment
after weight loss. This promotes more weight loss and
potentially dopamine sensitization, but also stress because
of increased fear of weight gain. On the other hand, weight
gain in BN or BED is frequently associated with negative
feedback, this typically leads to lower mood, and eating
is often used to handle stress from the sense of social
inferiority.
4) In the last step, a perpetuating vicious cycle develops.
Food restriction in AN reduces overstimulation but further
sensitizes the dopamine system. That together with high fear
of weight gain then creates a situation where the normal
eating stimulating mechanisms fail and dangerous weight
loss ensues. In BN, the high cognitive control paired with
hyposensitive dopamine circuits may lead to episodic food
restriction interrupted by binge eating and purging episodes.
In obesity and maybe also BED, high food intake further
desensitizes dopaminergic circuits, resulting in even more
food intake in order to satisfy the need for stimulation of this
circuitry.

stimuli (Jappe et al., 2011) as well as a larger (AN, BN) or
smaller (BED, obesity) orbitofrontal cortex, which could alter
the individual’s ability to stop eating (Frank et al., 2013a,b). In
addition, it could be that EDs are associated with dopamine
circuits that are less stable during development and might
adapt too quickly to environmental influences. For instance,
individuals who develop AN may be particularly sensitive
to times when there is less food eaten, such as skipping
meals when having a busy schedule, voluntary fasting for
religious reasons, or changing eating behavior in an attempt
to eat “healthier,” which frequently occurs in middle school
after health class. In those individuals the dopamine system
might get overly sensitized to a point where stimulation is
perceived as excessive as opposed to driving healthy eating.
This together with anxiety and high cognitive control as
typically seen in AN may lay the foundation for the disorder
risk. BN has also been associated with high cognitive control,
anxiety, and sensitivity to salient stimuli, but they may be
more sensitive to excessive food intake and desensitization
of dopamine terminals. While individuals with BN often
restrict food intake especially during the day, they also have
times when they “have to give in” to the urge to binge
and purge, and the desensitized dopamine system overrides
the cognitive control and needs stimulation. We know little
about BED brain function, but based on our studies in
obesity one could hypothesize that in this group dopamine
circuits are easily desensitized to excessive food, and that
paired with a less strong cognitive control mechanism could
predispose an individual to have difficulty stopping eating,
even when physiologically sufficient food has been eaten
(Frank et al., 2012). Taken together, there may be underlying
traits, maybe on opposite ends that correspond to the
phenotypically opposing eating disorder behaviors that create
vulnerability. Under certain environmental conditions, those
traits then may become relevant and contribute to illness
development.
2) Specific environmental triggers then may set off active illness
behavior. Such triggers may include either states of food
restriction (travel, camp, busy schedule) or excessive food
intake (holidays, frequently being exposed to buffet meals,
familial habit to present large portions), which may interact
with dopamine circuits that are vulnerable to the effects
of high or low food intake. Another important factor in
triggering dopamine system alterations is puberty. Estrogen
has a variety effects on eating behavior via neurotransmitter
function and may play an important role in ED risk (Asarian
and Geary, 2013). With menarche there is a surge in
gonadal hormones including estrogen, which has profound
effects on dopamine release (Garris and Ben-Jonathan, 1991;
Alfinito et al., 2009). EDs typically begin during the years
of sexual maturation and around menarche, and estrogen—
dopamine interaction could contribute mechanistically to
their development. This change in estrogen mediated
dopamine release could add to over-stimulation in AN
promoting aversive response to salient stimuli, but a
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EDs are highly complex problems and we do not have good
models how bio-psycho-social factors interact to result in
developing an ED. Here, I provided a potential framework
for future research and testing of hypotheses what biological
mechanisms may underlie those disorders. This model does not
assume to be complete and may rather be a starting point for
development of more complex descriptions of what risk factors
may have to come together to drive dangerously altered eating
behavior.
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